COLOR SELECTOR

Eco-friendly Finishes
AURORA STORAGE PRODUCTS, INC.
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#15 Moondust

#80 Beachwood

#53 Desert Sand

#70 Obsidian

* #81 Black

* #05 Adobe

#86 Pebble Gray

#78 Navy

#19 Chisel

* #94 Sand

* #73 Pebble Tan

* #64 Mushroom

#25 Gray Sky

#60 Chocolate

#17 Pewter

* #02 Gray Mist

* #51 Parchment

* #11 Off White

#10 Cranberry Red

#40 Stone

#50 Oliva

#90 Pure White

#20 Limón

#31 Heritage Blue

#42 Copra

#30 Blue Storm

#34 Summit

#39 Birch

METALLICS

* Aurora Xpress Color

Additional charge applies for metallic colors.

Color Stability
When selecting colors, always review them under the actual lighting the product will receive in use.
Be careful when matching new product to existing product of the same color. Existing installations can change color if product is closely
exposed to fluorescent lighting or intense sunlight. If a perfect color match is required for add-on product, forward a sample of the installed
product. The samples in this color selector are provided as a color guideline. Color, texture, and gloss representation may be different
between the various paint batches.

#105 Baja

#120 Aluminum

All colors are available in an antimicrobial finish. Additional charge applies.

#115 Quicksilver

In addition to the color selector, metal color samples are available for specific color matching and sales presentations. Please contact your
Aurora representative for metal samples.
Eco-Friendly Gloss-Tek
Environmentally friendly Gloss-Tek™ powder coat is 100 percent non-emissive; free of formaldehyde, methanol, and other solvents;
and completely friendly to artifacts, specimens, and documents. Gloss- Tek provides a non-glare fingerprint resistant surface.
No wonder we say that with Aurora, any color you choose is “green.”

Custom Colors Available
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